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COLONEL BRITTON’S TALK

Following is the script of Colonel Britton's broadcast

at 11.15 p.m. tonight:-

This is Colonel Britton

Giant efforts are being made in Germany to prepare for Hitler's spring

offensive.

Giant efforts are also being made in Britain, Russia and the United States.

On these efforts depend the course of the war

I want tonight to emphasise this as much as I can.

This is a war of machines. It's not only a question of the size of armies;

it's a question of their equipment - their tanks, their guns, their aeroplanes. It's

the tanks and guns and aeroplanes that will win the war, and it's the stuff

they're made of and the men who make them who are the key to this problem.

So it is manpower after all, but not so much fighters as workers.

And it's this very fact which gives the V Army its weapon against the Nazis

The Nazis couldn't ask you to fight for them, because they know that they
dare not give you arms; but they do ask you, or try to force you, to work for them.

And this need for your work has become more urgent than ever before. This is

because the Germans have had heavy losses both of men and equipment on the Russian

front, because the machines and armies against them are steadily building up, and

because they must begin a gigantic offensive in the Spring or they're lost.

Our resources, I can assure you, are being built up at a tremendous rate. The

British Minister of Production, Lord Beaverbrook, announced yesterday that the

supply of British munitions had doubled in the last six or seven months. In January

we produced more tanks than ever before - three times the number produced in January
a year ago. We're making now more than 33,000 big guns a year - 33,000. And they're

finer guns and tanks than we've ever made before.

In 1941, we were able to send nearly 10,000 aeroplanes abroad and brought into

the country only 2,000. We've sent many tanks abroad and British tanks played a

big part in the defence of Moscow.

So you can see, our workers are doing their part.

And now the strain is coming. These next few months are absolutely vital in

production. If the Germans can't win overwhelming victories this spring and this

summer they’re beaten and they know it. And they can’t get these overwhelming
victories unless they can make the whole of Europe work for them and produce the

thousand and one things that a great army needs.

That’s why I say - hinder this Nazi production in every way you can. Don’t

say to yourself that what you're doing doesn't help the Nazis. The whole of Europe
is organised now to help the Nazis - all work is designed simply to help the

German armies advance.

So work slowly and work badly

If you can sabotage without getting caught do it. And don’t forget it's the

small acts of sabotage that are most useful - the disappearance of tools, the

failure to oil machinery, the fusing of electric wires so that the lights go out
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and the work has to stop, the losing of office papers - all these things. They

mean that German production goes down and they mean that armies of officials

have to come in to supervise the work and inspect the products and the Germans

haven’t the men to spare.

I’d emphasise that. If there’s extremely close supervision where you

work it means that you’re keeping Germans or the friends of Germans, out of the

German army and you’re imposing a strain on German organisation. See if you

can make it necessary to bring in a few more inspectors. And try to outwit

then too, I repeat, the next few months are vital in the field of production,

help all you can.

Would you like another name for your black lists? A Nazi in Holland.

DR. KOBLITZ. He’s the prosecuting counsel - the German Statsanwalt - to the

German Court in Holland - the Deutsche Landgericht. Dr. Koblitz won't always
be a prosecutor; his behaviour from now on will be important. Bear this in mind,

Dr. Koblitz. We’re watching you.

And GOOD LUCK TO THE V ARMY.
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